FILM ARCHIVES - PRICE LIST
(Prices do not include VAT)

The fees below are meant as a contribution to support activities of conservation, duplication and revision

Researches, preparation and reproduction of any material will be at the applier’s charge and quantified according to the request.

This price list does not include the copyright fee. It will be the applier’s responsibility to identify the copyright owners and pay the due amount.

Return transport costs for sending the copies are at the appliers’ charge.

FILM LOAN - ON FILM STOCK OR DCP FOR SINGLE SHOOTING

| Duration                | Price  
|-------------------------|--------
| Duration between 1 and 30 minutes | 100 €  
| Duration between 31 and 60 minutes | 150 €  
| Duration between 61 and 120 minutes | 200 €  
| Duration more than 120 minutes | 300 €  
| Loan of films in other formats (es. Bluray, DVD o file) | TBA  
| For screenings of restored films: 30% price increase | 

PENALTIES AND COMPENSATIONS

| Description                                                                 | Price  
|------------------------------------------------------------------------------|--------
| Failure to return on scheduled date, for each day of delay up to the return date | 80 €   
| In case of damage or loss of the film, a compensation equal to the costs incurred will be charged to the applicant, in order to make a copy in a similar format to the one that was damaged | QUOTE FROM THE LABORATORY  

ON SITE CONSULTATION ON MOVIOLA OR EDITING TABLE

| Description                  | Price  
|------------------------------|--------
| One hour or a fraction o an hour | 15 €   
| One day                     | 90 €   

VIDEO TRANSFERS, REPRODUCTIONS AND FRAMES

| Description                                                                 | Price  
|------------------------------------------------------------------------------|--------
| Low definition frames reproduction                                           | 25 € from 1 to 10 images  
| Transfer on DVD and low definition files for study and research purposes     | 25 € per title  
| Telecine, duplications and high definition reproductions (external service) | QUOTE FROM THE LABORATORY  

USE OF IMAGES

| Description                                                                 | Price  
|------------------------------------------------------------------------------|--------
| Non commercial purposes                                                     | 250 € per minute or fractions of a minute  
| Commercial purposes                                                         | 500 € per minute or fractions of a minute  
| Telecine, duplications and high definition reproductions (external service) | QUOTE FROM THE LABORATORY  
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